Stricker cb

Truckers , it was early when CB was born. It was not out of pure invention but a necessity. As
said,. A radio brand which shaped meter radios by making performance, reliability and
customer service a priority like never before. Selecting one over others does not depend on
which one will perform better BUT its a question of how and where you want to use it? Whether
you want to use on a jeep, or you want to it with your truck, we have an antenna that will fit your
needs. Above is a perfect example of emotional and happiness all mixed up after experiencing
the SR-A10 Thunderbolt. You look excited â€¦. It is an extremely efficient air-wound coil which
leads to better and more powerful performance. The more exposed to weather, the higher the
chances of it are breaking or reducing performance. Ice, rain â€” weather can affect its
performance and can cut it down. The coil has a higher Q â€” better the Q uality â€” better and
more efficient performance. Yes , you are right. It looks very mean, BUT it works and is always
ready to exceed your expectations. The Older your antenna, the higher the chances are that
performance is dropping. This magnetic mount version holds on even at MPH and will give you
tremendous performance in every condition. You can easily separate the loading coil from the
magnetic base. We know how hard you HIT the road. You expect more, and we brought more. It
will give you superb frequency bandwidth, durability, and easy installation. Regardless of if you
run single or dual antennas, we have you covered. As with any antenna, the better your ground
plane, the better your results will be. Center Loaded Antennas mounted, so the coil is equal with
or above the roof line, perform better and are easier to tune. Stryker Radios CB Antennas.
Stryker Radios brought the same concept to their CB antennas. And the result and reviews were
terrific. And start with A center loaded. Sounds ODD. Yes, everyone has the same expression
after hearing this. This makes A10 more durable so that it can perform in extreme conditions. Sit
tight as we have more below. Antenna Color Light Grey. Length 66in 6. Are you there. This
antenna will walk, all over the competition. Shielded by the Mobay Thermoplastic. Set screws
make SWR tuning painless. Your ticket has been successfully created! Sorry, soming going
wrong. How can we help you? Download Manual Best in class power output and top of the line
features. As with the SRHPC they loaded the radio with real world, common sense features that
make using it a blast. Our exclusive face plate design provides operators with back lighted
controls, making adjustments even in the darkest conditions easy. Multiple Step Dimmer - Our
improved dimmer allows you to fine tune how bright you want the backlighting and channel
diplay. Simply press and hold the "color" button in until the radio dims to the desired level. You
are no longer limited high, medium or low. Our board is able to reproduce the human voice with
virtually no distortion providing maximum clarity and enjoyment. These are controlled using a
switched that is located on the front panel. This is a feature that you will find on virtually no
other radio direct from the factory. Most importantly the roger beep can be turned off when it's
not needed. This is a must have feature if the operator intends to use an external power device.
The operator can adjust the volume to the perfect level as operating conditions require. Best of
all the user no longer has to turn down the microphone gain to stop the annoying squeal that is
often the result of poor design or cost cutting at the production level. In addition our receiver
filtering is tighter than most radios on the market. This means adjacent channel rejection is
improved. The item most overlooked when ordering a custom radio is the microphone. Your
new radio will NOT sound great with a stock mic on it even if you have it tuned. Comply with
part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the condition that this device does not cause
harmful interference. Transmitting using this radio requires an Amateur Radio License.
Licensing information can be obtained by visiting This plugs directly into the freq counter jack
in the back of the radio. Make a completion video to show tune-up levels and modifications.
CAT Enterprises. Best in class power output and top of the line features. On Sale NOW Tech
Library. CB Repair. Download Manual. Optional Accessories. Tune-up and frequency
conversion. Astatic L Noise Canceling microphone. Astatic DM6b Amplified microphone. Astatic
RDE Amplified microphone. Sound Byte link. Install a Noise toy wired inside the radio with a
switch or pushbutton to trigger any 18 second sound byte you want. Install a Noise toy as a
background theme music wired inside the radio with a switch to play any background music at
very low volume so you can talk over it. Add a Small External Speaker plugs into back of the
radio for improved sound. LED Color. Your Gmail. WorldwideDX Radio Forum. You can now
help support WorldwideDX when you shop on Amazon at no additional cost to you! Simply
follow this Shop on Amazon link first and a portion of any purchase is sent to WorldwideDX to
help with site costs. Dismiss Notice This forum does not allow a single user to have more than
one username. If anyone wants to change their username contact an admin and it will be done.
Multiple accounts belonging to the same member will be deleted without warning. Joined: Oct
14, Messages: 33 Likes Received: Joined: Jul 9, Messages: 1, Likes Received: 1, LeapFrog ,
Eldorado , 2AF and 4 others like this. Joined: Jul 23, Messages: 74 Likes Received: Joined: Aug
13, Messages: 3, Likes Received: 1, Slowmover , Ziploc and undertaker like this. LeapFrog likes

this. Big Kahuna Sr. Joined: Jul 31, Messages: Likes Received: 1, Joined: Apr 5, Messages: 2,
Likes Received: 1, Brian G Member. Joined: Dec 21, Messages: Likes Received: Slowmover and
Shadetree Mechanic like this. Joined: Jan 3, Messages: 1, Likes Received: 1, You must log in or
sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Get Talking. We'll help. I'm Looking For. Easy to operate layout with a
front microphone jack. Package Total. Select Your Upgrades View all. Push your radio to its
maximum potential! This modification will expand and modify this radio for all it can do. High
performance, durable good looking antenna for High performance, durable good looking
magnet mount Preferred by tru The Stryker SRHPC meter radio has a selectable color changing
display where the meter, channel display and rim lighting can all change to red, green, blue,
purple, cyan and various shades of these colors. Choose to have the display stay on one color
or you can have the display automatically scroll through all of the colors on it's on. Easily
switch between static or dynamic color changing. The new display lights come with another
feature we've heard Stryker radio owners asking for, the ability to dim the lights! The Stryker
SRHP meter radio can be set to dim to the point the lights are just barely visible, in fact the new
channel LED being utilized in the display does a much better job of being clear but not overly
bright. Easy to read and will flash on and off when high SWR readings are detected. The meter
lighting can be set differently from the faceplate backlighting during transmit for any color
combination. By now you should have heard of the Stryker brand and the commitment to
excellence Stryker has brought forth. This model does not deviate from the Stryker brand
quality you should expect. Loud, clear, easy to use and fun. What more could you want? I have
owned this radio for two years now, and it's the best one I ever used. The radio has started
making a noise occasionally, like the sound of a fan that isn't working properly. I will probably
bring it in and get it checked if I can get some time!! Over watts and still draws less than 20
amps means no direct to battery power connection. Cool looking and reliable too. No SWR
meter or frequency counter are the only limiting features. Write a Review 3. Without Any Extra
Cost to You! CB radios!! Most of the time when we ride, we have a communication system that
will connect us to our fellow riders, or get the help we need for any situation that has gone
south. Some of you already have a system to connect to each other, and some of you prefer a
specific brand. Every modern man nowadays wants a CB radio which will do one of the most
important works, connect to any important channel that will provide help. One of the very
popular brands, Stryker has gained the trust of most of the Travelers. So we decided to take you
on a tour where we will guide you to buy the best Stryker Cb Radio out there. This is the brand
that has gained a tremendous reputation over the years. Covers meter and meter bands. But
there are lots of reasons why we have chosen SR as our champion. With more power not only
comes more responsibility but also more features. That means you have access to more
channels rather than any other CB radio out there. Imagine how much your CB radio will reach,
when it meets with a computer. You can customize your links as per your connections. Last but
not the least, SR gives you the liberty to control the backlit display as per your environment.
Great things come at a great price. Just like that the SR comes with a bit of a high price. But
those who want a product that meets your almost every need as a CB radio will never backstep
to purchase this awesome piece of machinery. If you want to purchase it now, Get it on Amazon.
The large LCD panel and its programmable buttons will let you use it at very ease. To control
how your CB radio will perform. But if you ask us, we will suggest you keep at high power to
achieve the best range. This range will help you to find out the nearby channels with much ease.
You could get bothered with the problem of its four channels getting filled up fast. So you have
to clean it up or redo it all by yourself again. But if you are on a long journey and there is a very
short amount of channels, then this will not bother you at all. Coming up to the top three we
have Stryker SR here. You will find it with the highest PEP power. You can manually control its
output power. The brightness control will just flatter you. You can manually control it as per
your need. All the functionalities are very easy to access. But using earbuds or external
microphone may help you out and let you ignore this minority. How often have you felt that the
person on the other is not listening right or clearly? You are wishing only if you could listen to
what the other person is getting so you could adjust as per need. You need to know how your
outgoing audio sounds are during transmission. You can hear yourself via a speaker with the
DX talkback feature. PA capability lets you know about the public address system. It can bother
you with its size which is comparatively large. But with great power, comes size. Which makes it
one of the powerful Cb radio in the market task buttons with last task memory is a fantasy for
any Cb radio user, and you get this awesome feature with Galaxy-DX So you do not need to look
through menus and cycles continuously. It also comes with the feature of noise control.
Sometimes you could feel power loss or low power in the SSB mood. This can also depend on

source power or usage. Having a favourite brand is not a bad thing. It means you are very used
to that brand as well as you have more experience on that brand. So consider these things
below before buying a Stryker CB radio. Without this common functionality you will feel very
uncomfortable. You should choose a CB radio which is able to communicate with multiple
channels. Because when you will be with your friends, you will need it. It is very important.
Mobility is very necessary for a CB radio. Ans: Highly unusual, a faulty or damaged antenna can
cause high SWR problems. Ans: Consequently, all radios will have the same output power
regardless of their price. Ans: Base station radios typically either tap into the wall or the power
supply. Yet life will get a bit better if you rely more on the apps that appeal to you. These are the
CB radios on the list of top-selling CB radios and going through the features of the radio,
getting this CB radio is a great choice; it will meet all your needs. Now we want to hear from
you, Which CB radio you are using now? Leave a comment below. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Available On. SSB radio. Variable talkback control. Check Price Amazon. High and low power
switch. Dual watch. Automatic SWR. Talkback control. PA functionality. SWR Switch. LED
lighting. RF Power. Galaxy-DX 40 Channel. Two-digit channel display. SWR alert circuit with
warning. Gasket Weight: 48 lbs Manual recoil Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Start typing and press enter to search Search â€¦. Read more
From all of us here at CB World, we wish you the very
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best. Contact CB World! Stryker Radios specialize in making high quality 10 Meter Radios but
also make antennas, microphones, and accessories. They have made these radios visually
appealing, highly efficient, and offer smooth communication. These radios are all very popular.
About Us. Store Links. Customer Service. Get advice, hear about specials, and much more
when you follow us on social media! Do you have questions? My Account. Track My Order s
Anti-bot validation. Sign in Register Email Address. Password Forgot your password? Register
for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me. Cart Checkout Cart Checkout
Cart is empty. Cart is empty. View Cart. By Type. By Brand. By Vehicle. Antenna Parts and
Accessories. Microphone Parts and Accessories. Radio Parts. Stryker Radios at CB World.
Availability: In stock. Add to Cart. Customer Service About your order Wishlist Comparison list.
Shop With Confidence. Enter your email to receive special offers and news! Email Address.

